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In “A Mindfulness-Based Intervention for Student Depression, Anxiety, and Stress: Randomized Controlled Trial” (JMIR Ment Health 2021;8(1):e23491) the authors noted one error. This paper was inadvertently published with an equal contribution footnote for the authors Paul Ritvo, Farah Ahmad, Christo El Morr, and the group author MVC Team. This was incorrect, as only the authors Paul Ritvo, Farah Ahmad, and Christo El Morr contributed equally. The equal contribution footnote for MVC Team has been removed.

The correction will appear in the online version of the paper on the JMIR Publications website on January 25, 2021, together with the publication of this correction notice. Because this was made after submission to PubMed, PubMed Central, and other full-text repositories, the corrected article has also been resubmitted to those repositories.

This is a non–peer-reviewed article. Submitted 13.01.21; accepted 13.01.21; published 25.01.21.
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